
Lash Tinting

by RefectoCil

How to use – detailied Step by Step guide



WOW Lashes! 
Type-appropriate emphasis on the lashes, 24h a day.
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RefectoCil Nr. 1 Pure black is an 

exceptionally intense, clear and

strong colour. Add deep black to any

other RefectoCileyebrow and

eyelash color to get a darker color

result!

1.1 Graphite 

RefectoCil Nr 1. 1 Graphite provides

an even and natural coverage of

gray and white hair. Add graphite to

any otherRefectoCil eyebrow and

eyelash color to get a cooler shade! 

Perfect also for customers who want

a discreet, onlyslightly defined result.

2. Blue Black

RefectoCil Nr. 2 Blue Black is a 

deep, brilliant shade. In combination

with the deep black color you

achieve more colordepth. Mixed with

the color deep blue the result

becomes more radiant. If the desired

colour is a dark purple, mixblack, 

deep blue and red together. Tip: 

Brings green eyes especially to glow!

RefectoCil Nr. 2. 1 Deep blue is a 

clear, cold blue hue. The colour is

particularly suitable for blond 

eyelashes, as theresult looks very

natural. Combined with the colors

deep black and blue black you

create more color depth. Mix 

deepblue and red together, you get

purple.

1. Pure Black 2. Deep Blue
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3. Natural Brown

RefectoCil Nr. 3 Natural brown is a 

powerful brown shade. Mix natural

brown with light brown to create a 

variety ofbrown tones. Combined

with red or chestnut you get a 

natural, soft result. Together with

graphite, the brown shadebecomes

cooler.

3.1 Light Brown

RefectoCil Nr. 3. 1 Light brown is a 

natural, warm and light brown

shade. Mix light brown with natural

brown to createa variety of shades

of brown. Combined with red or

chestnut you get a natural, soft 

result. Together with graphite, 

thebrown shade becomes cooler.

RefectoCil Nr. 4 Chestnut is a warm 

brown shade with a subtle red

content. Add chestnut to any other

RefectoCileyebrow and eyelash

color to get a warm and natural

shade. Mixed with the color red, the

result becomes moreintense.

4.1 Red

RefectoCil Nr. 4. 1 Red is a very

strong shade. Add red to any other

RefectoCil eyebrow and eyelash

color to get amore intense, warm 

shade! Mixed with the chestnut

color, the result becomes softer. Mix 

red and deep blue together, you get

a beautiful purple.

4. Chestnut



PREPARATION1

Cleanse the eye area thoroughly with

RefectoCil Micellar Eye Make-up 

Remover.

Your client should remove her contact

lenses before the treatment. 

Mix approx. 2 cm of the desired RefectoCil

eyebrow and eyelash colour with the

Oxidant cream 3% or the Oxidant liquid 

3% in the Browista palette.

Mixing ratio:

2 cm colour + 2 cm Oxidant cream or

2 cm colour + 10 drops Oxidant liquid

Use the Eye Care Pads or another

RefectoCil skin protection product to

protect the eyelid from staining.

Ask your client to look up and place the

RefectoCil Eye Care Pads as close to

the lower lash line as possible.
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TINTING & CLEANSING2

Tip: If you have very short lower lashes, 

apply the lash colour to the lower lashes

with your eyes open, like mascara, using

RefectoCil Spouli. 

After the application time, remove the

excess colour with a damp cotton pad.

Then ask your client to close her eyes and

apply the desired colour with the

brush or evenly in the direction of hair

growth, from base to tip, to the remaining

lashes.

The recommended application time for

intense results on the lashes is 10 

minutes.

10  

Minutes

for

intense

results.
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EYE RINSE3

Clean the eyelashes thoroughly with an

eye wash. Use a wet cotton pad.

Press this out from the outer to the inner

corner of the eye. The client's eyes should

remain closed. 

This type of rinsing removes colour residues

particularly thoroughly.

Remove the Eye Care Pads.
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Finally, apply RefectoCil Styling Gel for

a long-lasting and well-groomed

result.

Tip: Eyebrows and eyelashes can also be

tinted at the same time. It is advisable to

start with the eyelash tint, as in most

cases it lasts longer (10 min.).

For hygienic reasons, it is important not 

to use the same brush on all clients.

Remove the styling gel from the tube with

a clean RefectoCil brush and apply it

with the rubber spouli. 

Browista Tipp 

AFTERCARE4

The result: Type-appropriate emphasis
on the lashes, 24h a day.
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1. PREPARATION 2. COLOURATION 3. CLEANSING 4. AFTERCARE

10  

Min. 

Mix 

1:1
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How often can the eyelash tinting be repeated?                                                                  

RefectoCil tinting is gentle and can therefore be repeated at any time. Ideally, as 

soon as the effect has worn off.

How safe is the treatment?                                                                                                   

The treatment is absolutely safe! All products are developed under the strictest 

guidelines especially for the eye area and are very well tolerated. If colour gets into 

the client's eye, the eye must be cleaned with an eye wash.

What should be observed after the treatment?                                                                                 

In order to achieve the maximum colour effect, the client should not apply any 

products containing oil to the eyelashes for 24 hours. 

Do the eyelashes need special care after the treatment?                                      

After the treatment, the RefectoCil Styling Gel provides the perfect care and 

nourishes the hair.

I have unintentionally stained the skin. What can I do?                                         

With the RefectoCil Colour Stain Remover, the skin staining can be easily 

removed. Tip: The quicker the colour stain is treated, the easier it is to remove. 

Can the eyelashes be tinted before an Eyelash Lift or Eyelash Curl treatment?                                                

Always tint the lashes AFTER a lifting or curling treatment. If they are coloured 

beforehand, the colour effect will be weakened by the subsequent chemical 

processes. In such a case, you should re-tint the lashes after lifting/curling. The 

application time of the colour is reduced to 2 minutes after the lifting/curling 

treatment. 

Is black always the best choice for eyelash tinting?

If your client wants an intense tint, you won't go wrong with deep black. But you can

also be creative when it comes to eyelash tinting! 

Some examples: 

• Pure Blue: For blue eyes and light lashes, deep blue gives a fresh and natural

look. Blue-black for a soft gloss effect. The lighter the hair, the more the blue

pigments come into their own.

• Blue Black: Blue-black is a deep black shade with a slight blue component that

provides additional shine. Combined with the colour deep black, you achieve

more depth of colour. Mixed with the colour deep blue, the result becomes more

radiant. If the desired colour is a dark violet, mix blue-black, deep blue and red

together. 

• Chestnut/Red: The complementary colour to green makes green eyes shine! 

The complementary colour makes the look particularly harmonious. Mix with a 

little deep black for more depth of colour. 

Which colours are particularly suitable for discreetly emphasising men's

eyelashes?

Graphite and light brown are particularly recommended for discreetly emphasising

men's eyelashes! A shortened application time of 5 minutes also ensures a softer 

effect.

Are RefectoCil colours and the Oxidant Creme&Liquid vegan?

Yes, the products are vegan, i.e. they do not contain any raw materials of animal

origin. 

Are RefectoCil products tested on animals?

No. All our products are developed and tested without animal testing in accordance

with the regulations of the EU cosmetics directive.

Where are RefectoCil products manufactured? 

The products are manufactured in Austria.
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We are always happy to
support you!

For further questions feel free to contact our Lead RefectoCil 
Trainer at chrissie.paraschos@cbongroup.com

mailto:chrissie.paraschos@cbongroup.com

